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“Rome is burning,” exclaimed Richard H. Kuh to members of the New York State Legislature in late January, 1962.¹ A mere seven months earlier, he implied, the United States Supreme Court had set fire to long-standing police practices when it extended the exclusionary rule to the states in *Mapp v. Ohio.*² That ruling barred unlawfully seized evidence from admission in state criminal proceedings.³ Kuh—Administrative Assistant to the New York County District Attorney, Secretary of the State District Attorney’s Association, and Coordinator of the Combined Counsel of Law Enforcement Officials⁴—wanted the state legislature to put out the flames before New York’s law enforcement apparatus turned to ash. “We prosecutors believe that, ultimately, the *Mapp* decision may prove a boon to law enforcement, in that it soundly mandates that the law be enforced lawfully. But what constitutes ‘lawful’ enforcement of the law depends upon our statutes,” explained Kuh.⁵ If the courts forced police officers to obey the law, then the legislature should give the police a law worth obeying.

Two years later, the legislature granted Kuh’s request when it passed the so-called “stop-and-frisk statute.”⁶ That measure authorized police officers to stop and question individuals suspected of past, present, or potential criminal conduct and, when officers reasonably suspected danger, conduct a limited search for weapons.⁷ The law rendered the fruits of such a search, whether a weapon or other contraband, admissible as evidence in state

¹ Richard H. Kuh, Sec’y, Dist. Attorneys’ Ass’n of the State of N.Y., Statement Before the Temporary Commission on the Revision of the Penal Law and Criminal Code (Jan. 31, 1962) (transcript available in Manuscripts and Special Collections, New York State Archives). Specifically, Kuh was addressing the Legislature’s Temporary Commission on Revision of the Penal Law and Criminal Code.


³ The exclusionary rule “mean[s], quite simply, that ‘conviction by means of unlawful seizures and enforced confessions . . . should find no sanction in the judgments of the courts . . .’” *Id.* at 648 (quoting *Weeks v. United States*, 232 U.S. 383, 392 (1914), which first applied the exclusionary rule to federal criminal courts).

⁴ Kuh would go on to serve briefly as interim New York County District Attorney following the resignation of his long-time boss, Frank S. Hogan, in 1974. Robert M. Morgenthau subsequently defeated Kuh in the primary election that same year. Kuh had served as prosecutor in the infamous Lenny Bruce obscenity case, which may have undermined his candidacy. Wolfgang Saxon & Paul Vitello, *Richard H. Kuh, Ex-Manhattan Prosecutor, Dies at 90*, *N.Y. Times*, Nov. 18, 2011, at D8.

⁵ Kuh, *supra* note 1, at 16.


⁷ See *id.* § 180-a(1)–(2).
criminal courts, thereby attempting to clear the impediment posed by *Mapp.* Guided by the careful supervision of law enforcement administrators across the state, such stop-and-frisk practices won judicial approval from the New York Court of Appeals. Events in New York presaged and influenced national legal developments. When the United States Supreme Court authorized stop-and-frisk practices in its 1968 opinion, *Terry v. Ohio,* it implicitly followed the core logic of the New York statute and case law—though it obscured that mimicry with harsh dicta criticizing the New York approach.

This Note narrates the familiar transition from *Mapp* to *Terry* from a novel perspective. Drawing on prescriptive literature circulating within the New York City Police Department, it analyzes the development of the Fourth Amendment as it was understood and affected by New York law enforcement administrators. In their campaign to secure the constitutionality of stop-and-frisk practices, law enforcement administrators used the rhetoric of an increasingly influential administrative program—what historians have dubbed the “police professionalization movement”—to argue that the law should respect the judgments of thoroughly professionalized police officers when those officers stopped suspicious persons on the streets. By making their officers into true professionals and presenting a professional image to the courts, law enforcement administrators sought to win judicial approval of stop-and-frisk practices. Simultaneously, they also sought to increase their control over the police rank-and-file. That strategy seemed to fail; police officers bucked professional norms and prosecutors presented flawed cases to the judiciary. But ironically the courts still gave administrators exactly what they wanted: The courts condoned stop-and-frisk and, along the way, they endorsed the image of the expert police professional. The view from New York suggests that the rhetoric, if not the reality, of police professionalism helped drive the development in Fourth Amendment jurisprudence from *Mapp* to *Terry.*

---

8 *Id.* § 180-a(2); People v. Peters, 219 N.E.2d 595, 598 (N.Y. 1966) (citing People v. Rivera, 201 N.E.2d 32, 35 (N.Y. 1964)).
9 *See* discussion *infra* Part II.A.
10 *See* discussion *infra* Part IV.A.
12 *See* discussion *infra* Part IV.A.
14 *See* discussion *infra* Part III.A.i.
15 *See* discussion *infra* Part III.A.ii.
16 The limited character of my source base requires me to qualify my conclusion by noting that this failure is only apparent. Prescriptive literature, on which I rely, documents aspiration more fully than actuality. While my sources strongly suggest the failure of the administrators’ program, they do not fully describe street-level police behavior.
17 *See* discussion *infra* Part III.B.i.
The traditional account of the transition from *Mapp* to *Terry* perceives a very different orientation in the two decisions. Though *Mapp* may have initiated the so-called “criminal procedure revolution” in 1961, that revolution was over by 1966 or 1967. Perhaps more than any other decision, *Terry* marked the end of a constitutional era. As the United States Supreme Court subsequently explained, “*Terry* for the first time recognized an exception to the requirement that Fourth Amendment seizures of persons must be based on probable cause.” In the decades since, the precedent has served as the driving wedge in “a significant expansion of police investigative power and discretion.” *Terry* expressed a newly deferential mood, indicating that in the future the Court would be far more solicitous of police authority.

---

18 Notably, the literature is somewhat sparse. As Michael Klarman noted fifteen years ago, there is minimal literature describing the forces driving the Warren Court’s innovative criminal procedure jurisprudence. Michael Klarman, *The Civil Rights and Civil Liberties Revolutions*, 82 VA. L. REV. 62 (1996); see also Corinna Barrett Lain, *Countermajoritarian Hero or Zero? Rethinking the Warren Court’s Role in the Criminal Procedure Revolution*, 152 U. PA. L. REV. 1361, 1364 (2004) (repeating Klarman’s point).

19 See Lain, *supra* note 18, at 1364 n.14 (citations omitted) (“The phrase ‘criminal procedure revolution’ is commonly used to refer to the Warren Court’s rulings in the 1960s that extended new constitutional protections to criminal defendants in state courts.”).


23 Russell L. Weaver, *Investigation and Discretion: The Terry Revolution at Forty (Almost)*, 109 PENN ST. L. REV. 1205, 1206 (2005); see also William J. Stuntz, *Local Policing After the Terror*, 111 YALE L.J. 2137, 2152 (2002) (“[T]he Supreme Court inaugurated a generation-long turn toward more favorable rules for police with its decision in *Terry v. Ohio*, allowing brief stops and frisks based on reasonable suspicion of crime—a significantly softer standard than probable cause.”). More recently, however, revisionist scholarship has challenged the consensus account by emphasizing theoretical continuity in the Warren Court’s Fourth Amendment decisions or doctrinal continuity between *Terry* and pre-Warren Court jurisprudence. See Miller, *supra* note 21, at 4–5 (“[T]he central concern of the Warren Court’s Fourth Amendment jurisprudence was the republican interest in personal security, understood as non-domination. Extending security into areas hitherto unregulated by the law was a major concern of the Warren Court throughout its tenure, exemplified by its decision in *Terry*.”); Craig S. Lerner, *Reasonable Suspicion and Mere Hunches*, 59 VAND. L. REV. 407, 424–31 (2006) (emphasizing doctrinal continuity).

24 As Justice Frankfurter long ago noted, sometimes a “mood” is enough. Universal Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474, 487 (1951) (referring to the Administrative Procedure Act, rather than the Fourth Amendment).
To most scholars, *Terry*’s new orientation reflected a shift in national attitude. According to Corinna Barrett Lain, the decision “was a complete capitulation to law enforcement interests at a time when ‘law and order’ dominated the national mood.” Scholars have cited rising crime rates, national rioting, campus unrest, political assassinations (and attempted assassinations), and weakening public commitment to civil rights to explain the rising salience of law and order.

Yet, for all its insight, this account explains the origins of *Terry* at an extraordinarily high level of generality. Recounting the shift from *Mapp* to *Terry* from the perspective of the New York City Police Department glosses that transformation at a lower level of generality that is more attentive to the details of police work, administration, and intradepartmental conflict. From these lower heights, *Terry* represented more than a mere capitulation to police interests. Rather, the Court expressed a particular vision of police practice that emphasized the expert capacities of thoroughly professionalized police officers to detect suspicious behavior and enhanced the authority of law enforcement administrators vis-à-vis the police rank-and-file.

---

25 In his dissent, Justice Douglas also recognized such strong public pressure. See *Terry v. Ohio*, 392 U.S. 1, 39 (1968) (Douglas, J., dissenting) (“There have been powerful hydraulic pressures throughout our history that bear heavily on the Court to water down constitutional guarantees and give the police the upper hand. That hydraulic pressure has probably never been greater than it is today.”). In private correspondence, Justice Brennan also recognized such pressure. See John Q. Barrett, *Deciding the Stop and Frisk Cases: A Look Inside the Supreme Court’s Conference*, 72 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 749, 825–26 (1998) (citing Letter from Justice William J. Brennan, Jr., United States Supreme Court, to Chief Justice Earl Warren, United States Supreme Court (Mar. 2, 1968)).

26 Lain, supra note 18, at 1369.


28 As Bruce Ledewitz has put it, “[e]fforts to link judicial decisions to large scale social and political trends tend to be so general as to be almost useless.” Bruce Ledewitz, *Justice Harlan’s Law and Democracy*, 20 J.L. & POL’Y 373, 453 (2004) (offering a kind-hearted rebuke of Stuntz’s theory that *Terry* was motivated by rising crime rates).

29 In highlighting the significance of police professionalism in *Terry* and the developments in New York that preceded it, I follow the example of David Sklansky, who has recently argued that the Warren Court’s criminal procedure revolution partially expressed the influence of the police professionalization agenda. *David Alan Sklansky, Democracy and the Police* 33–58 (2008). Sklansky notes the link between police professionalization and Warren Court jurisprudence in passing, as part of a larger argument concerning the influence of pluralist theories of democracy on period conceptions of policing. Sklansky argues that police administrators and courts alike sought to reduce the discretion of rank-and-file officers, potentially generating judicial sympathy toward police supervisors. *Id.* at 46–47. Sklansky is correct that the broad contours of his argument but somewhat misleading in the particulars. As I will argue below, police administrators leveraged the threat of judicial review to augment their
Whatever the Court might have believed about the merits of the professionalization agenda, it followed the cue of law enforcement administrators when it decided Terry.

This Note proceeds in four parts. Part I very briefly reviews the police professionalization movement. Part II outlines the havoc that Mapp unleashed on New York City law enforcement, which partially motivated the passage of the state’s stop-and-frisk statute. Law enforcement administrators subsequently sought to secure the constitutionality of that statute in a campaign that, as Part III documents, seemed to fail. Despite this failure, Part IV explains, the New York Court of Appeals and the United States Supreme Court approved police stop-and-frisk practices. In doing so, both courts exhibited substantial deference to the expert judgments of rank-and-file police officers. The courts effectively accepted the image of the police professional, even though that image failed to depict accurately the reality before them.

I. “Disciplinary in Character”: Police Professionalization

The police professionalization movement proceeded in two waves, as Robert Fogelson, the movement’s most thorough historian, has documented.30 The first wave drew from the good government strains of turn-of-the-century progressivism in an effort to emancipate police departments from the control of urban political machines.31 Led by August Vollmer—the long-time Chief of the progressive Berkeley Police Department and, according to his biographers, “the dominant spokesman for police reform in this century”32—reformers attempted to maximize police efficiency.33

In the 1950s, a second wave of professional reform arose, cresting in the 1960s. O.W. Wilson—Vollmer’s disciple, Dean of the University of California, Berkeley’s School of Criminology (the first of its kind in the nation), and reforming commissioner of the Chicago Police Department—led this second wave of reformers. Wilson brought many Progressive period ideas and attitudes into a new era, while adding his own innovations in the process.34 This new generation of professional policing advocates emphasized sound bureaucratic organization; absolute political independence; rigorous recruitment, training, and personnel policies; and the application of “science-
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tific,” technical knowledge to policing problems.35 They were driven, above all, by a desire to improve the quality of police services and by an aspiration to “raise the status of the big-city police.”36

The second wave of police professionalization in New York City, as elsewhere, originated in a crackdown on perceived corruptions, abuses, and inefficiencies within the Department.37 In response to a series of scandals in the early 1950s and the ensuing community outcry, the New York City Police Department revamped its personnel policies. It established a disciplinary institution, the Civilian Complaint Review Board, and adopted rigorous personnel screening policies for recruitment.38 Meanwhile, Mayor Robert F. Wagner, Jr. scrupulously respected the autonomy of the Department.39 Expanding attention to recruitment was mirrored by improvements in the Department’s training programs, including an oft-cited agreement with the City College to award course credits for the completion of the Police Academy program.40 In 1959, Governor Rockefeller spread the New York City program across the state, sponsoring legislation setting minimum recruit qualifications and training requirements, which were supervised by the Municipal Police Training Council.41 Unsurprisingly, the Council seems to have often looked to the New York City Police Department for inspiration.42

Much to the displeasure of administrators, however, maximizing the quality and training of incoming recruits, as well as punishing egregiously

35 On the police professionalization model and the nation-wide reform movement, see FOGELSON, supra note 13, at 189; Edward J. Escobar, Bloody Christmas and the Irony of Police Professionalism: The Los Angeles Police Department, Mexican Americans, and Police Reform in the 1950s, 72 PAC. HIST. REV. 171, 175–77 (2003).

36 FOGELSON, supra note 13, at 157.

37 See id. at 171–76. For a similar series of events in Chicago, see Segal, supra note 34, at 173–83.


39 See Administration Changes, SPRING 3100, Dec. 1965, at 1; cf. FOGELSON, supra note 13, at 176.


42 The New York City Police Commissioner occupied the Council’s only permanent seat (of eight). For an example of the use of New York City Police Department training materials, see MPTC to Distribute NYC Bulletin, MUN. POLICE TRAINING COUNCIL BULL., May 1964, at 1.
abusive or corrupt officers, were insufficient to stave off foot dragging and maximize efficiency. Incoming Police Commissioner Michael Murphy still felt the need in 1961 to admonish that, “I expect renewed devotion to duty and intensified effort to serve the city honestly and competently.”

Following the cue of the nation’s leading professional authorities, personnel within the Planning Bureau emphasized that discipline did not simply refer to a reactive system of punishment, but also to an organizationally sound, positive economy of inducements. After all, patrol was often a lonely activity that left the beat officer on “his own and not subject to proximity supervision. It would be impossible, even if it were desirable, to direct or even immediately to supervise the major portion of his activities.”

In response to the isolation inherent to police patrol, law enforcement administrators sought to force line officers to internalize professional norms. Above all, departmental administrators attempted to make everyday behavior on patrol bureaucratically legible, even if it was physically invisible to distant supervisors. Perhaps the most essential feature of this bureaucratic project was the Department’s records system. Certainly, a properly organized records system facilitated the performance of essential police functions by channeling information about crime conditions through the Department. But it also augmented supervisory authority. The Department, explained one member of the Planning Bureau, was “confronted with administrative problems equal to—if not greater than—those faced by the heads of the largest corporations.”

And police commanders were to mimic the same bureaucratic practices as their corporate peers: “The most effective instrument which an executive can employ is a record system that accurately reflects the activities of his organization.” Precinct desk lieutenants...

---

44 See, e.g., O. W. Wilson, Police Administration 173–77 (2d ed. 1963). For information on Wilson’s reforms in Chicago, which offer a purer version of the model, see Segal, supra note 34, at 183–208.
46 See, e.g., Herman Goldstein, Administrative Problems in Controlling the Exercise of Police Authority, 58 J. CRIM. L. CRIMINOLOGY & POLICE SCI. 160, 165 (1967). According to Goldstein:

[It is a far more complex task to elicit conformance with established standards of conduct when one or two officers are functioning on their own in the nooks and crannies of a built-up and highly congested urban area. The only effective form of control, under such conditions, is an ingrained desire on the part of the officers to want to act properly.]

48 Id. at 5.
regulated local police activities by monitoring and managing their personnel’s paperwork, flagging incidents that required follow-up, and compiling statistical summaries to guide promotions, among other things. As Bruce Smith, a leading professional policing advocate whose 1952 recommendations helped streamline the Department’s records system, once put it:

[Paperwork is] disciplinary in character. In complex undertakings performed by many men, precision and certainty in action and control over far-flung operations can be secured in some degree through requirements that the manner of performance shall be so recorded that the written record can be summarized, tabulated, and otherwise adapted to the needs of administrative review. With the aid of reliable control records an alert administrator can project his policies and the driving force behind them much further than would otherwise be possible.

As a survey published in 1967 revealed, however, the Department’s resurgent employee organization, the Patrolmen’s Benevolent Association (“PBA”), often resisted administrative attempts to extract ever-greater efforts from patrolmen. Partially in reaction to the increasingly robust professionalization drive in the Department, the PBA overcame a period of postwar malaise and consolidated itself into a powerful force within the Department by the 1950s. In addition to struggling for personnel benefits and winning both the payroll check-off in 1959 and formal recognition as a bargaining agent in 1963, the PBA continually struggled over personnel regulations. As one perceptive observer has put it, “the Association has worked for personnel regulations that would reduce the stringency of Department supervision, establish grievance procedures, and deploy the force in a manner acceptable to the men and their organization.”

---

49 Self-Portrait, supra note 40, at 8–9.

50 Bruce Smith, Foreword to O. W. Wilson, Police Records: Their Installation and Use, at vii, vii–viii (1942). For information on Smith’s background, see Fogelson, supra note 13, at 141–42. For information on the implementation of forms control in 1954, see Police Survey, supra note 38; D’Alessandro, supra note 47, at 6.


53 The payroll check-off is an employee’s voluntary agreement to have union dues automatically deducted from her paycheck with the consent of the employer. Elise Gautier & Henry Willis, Nat’l Lawyer’s Guild: Nat’l Labor & Emp’l Comm., 2 Employee & Union Member Guide to Labor Law § 11:15 (2011).

54 Gifford, supra note 52, at 104–05.

55 Id. at 129.
program too aggressively and too imperiously in the early 1960s, the PBA helped force him to resign.\textsuperscript{56}

Ultimately, then, police professionalization was a top-down phenomenon that administrators sought to impose via intrusive workplace controls over subordinates. This observation has led David Sklansky to note, with some accuracy, that reformers sought to implement “a professionalism of police forces, not of police officers.”\textsuperscript{57} Despite the prevalence of workplace controls, however, those coercions were intended to force police officers to internalize professional norms—\textsuperscript{58}—that is, to make the rank-and-file genuinely professional. As I will argue below, the state legislature and the courts respected precisely that expertise.\textsuperscript{59} When the judiciary ultimately approved stop-and-frisk practices, it overlooked strong evidence that the police rank-and-file had failed to abide by the workplace norms their superiors attempted to impose.\textsuperscript{60}

II. “\textit{To Render Evidence So Obtained ‘Legally Obtained’}”: \textit{Mapp v. Ohio} and the Origins and Structure of the Stop-and-Frisk Statute

New York’s stop-and-frisk statute was passed at the behest of law enforcement officials in an effort to address policing problems in the aftermath of \textit{Mapp v. Ohio},\textsuperscript{61} which had extended the exclusionary rule to the states and undermined traditional police practices in New York City.\textsuperscript{62} To some observers, the statute’s structure reflected the legislature’s respect for the professional judgments of professional police officers.\textsuperscript{63}

A. “\textit{Hamstrung}” Police: Responding to \textit{Mapp v. Ohio}

To legal observers in New York City, \textit{Mapp} wreaked havoc on the local criminal justice system. Whether they welcomed the new ruling or denounced it, all agreed that it required a revision of formerly commonplace police practices.\textsuperscript{64} Prior to \textit{Mapp}, the United States Supreme Court had in-

\textsuperscript{56} See id. at 173–89.
\textsuperscript{57} SKLANSKY, supra note 29, at 37.
\textsuperscript{58} See, e.g., supra text accompanying note 46.
\textsuperscript{59} See discussion infra Parts II.B, IV.
\textsuperscript{60} See discussion infra Part III.B.
\textsuperscript{61} 367 U.S. 643 (1961).
\textsuperscript{62} See discussion infra Part II.A.
\textsuperscript{63} See discussion infra Part II.B.
terpreted the Constitution to require the exclusionary rule only in federal courts. Even after the United States Supreme Court applied the Fourth Amendment’s search and seizure provisions to the states in 1949, it refused to impose the exclusionary rule and instead allowed the states to provide their own remedies for constitutional violations. New York declined to embrace the rule and left standing a 1926 judicial opinion to that effect. New York had ample company: In 1960, the year preceding Mapp, twenty-four of the fifty states admitted unlawfully seized evidence in their criminal courts, though the states were adopting the exclusionary rule at an accelerating rate. Commentators noted that, in these jurisdictions, police and prosecutors would have to alter their practices dramatically in the aftermath of Mapp.

The ruling’s effect was especially robust on what one observer called the “contraband cases” concerning drugs, weapons, or gambling paraphernalia. This attenuation of police power in the underground economy appeared at a moment of rising police concern with drug trafficking and illicit gambling, which may have made the crisis more acute. In the first year of the most influential proponents of the professional policing model, called the exclusionary rule “catastrophic.” William H. Parker, The Cahan Decision Made Life Easier for the Criminal, in PARKER ON POLICE 113, 114 (O. W. Wilson ed., 1957). For more restrained views, see Yale Kamisar, On the Tactics of Police-Prosecution Oriented Critics of the Courts, 49 CORNELL L.Q. 436, 439–44 (1964); O. W. Wilson, How Do We Live with Mallory, Mapp and Sun?, NEWS RELEASE, CHI. POLICE DEP’T, Aug. 13, 1963 (on file with Princeton Univ., Seeley Mudd Library).


Lain, supra note 18, at 1379–82.


Sobel, supra note 64, at 2; see also Kuh, One Year After (pt. 1), supra note 64, at 4; Kuh, supra note 1, at 7. National commentators agreed. See, e.g., LAWRENCE P. TIFFANY ET AL., DETECTION OF CRIME: STOPPING AND QUESTIONING, SEARCH AND SEIZURE, ENCOURAGEMENT AND ENTRAPMENT 3–4, 12–14 (1967).

New York City police officials believed that underground economies in drugs and gambling implicated their habitus in other, more socially dangerous criminal activity. The Scourge of Narcotics, 29 SPRING 3100 6, 7–8 (1958). On the “rising tide” of drug use, and the public outcry it generated, see ERIC C. SCHNEIDER, SMACK: HEROIN AND THE AMERICAN CITY 98–115 (2008). In the mid-1960s, the Department believed that nearly 45% of individuals arrested were drug users. New York Police Academy, Narcotics and the Law, The POLICE ACADEMY UNIT TRAINING MEMO, Apr. 1964, at 2, 3 [hereinafter Narcotics and the Law]. The Department also believed at the time that gambling funded organized crime; cf. New York
the ruling, policy prosecutions decreased by over 35% in New York City; drug convictions dropped by almost 40%. In 1962, monthly arrests for the Department’s Drug Bureau leveled off significantly below their 1960 totals. As late as 1966, the Chief Judge of the New York Court of Appeals argued that Mapp inadvertently worked to “insure and safeguard the professional criminal, especially the narcotics dealer and the gambler.”

As these figures suggest, police practices prior to Mapp regularly generated unlawfully seized evidence, especially derived from efforts to suppress underground economic activity. The temporary detention of suspicious persons was central to this policing regime. The New York City Police Department’s Rules and Procedures ordered patrolmen to “[i]nvestigate all suspicious circumstances,” including “persons passing late at night with bundles or persons loitering about or acting suspiciously.” Officers were encouraged to “stop any person or operator of a vehicle for the purpose of identification and to satisfy himself that such person is on legitimate business.” If officers sometimes searched individuals unlawfully it was, as a chagrined Richard Kuh explained, “largely irrelevant” because it was usually beyond the scope of judicial redress.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that the Department (if not Kuh’s District Attorney’s Office) condoned and encouraged the search of seemingly suspicious individuals on the street. In the Department’s monthly publication, a
celebratory description of the patrolmen’s typical workaday routine urged officers to “give a quick toss to the guys you spot in the darkened doorway.”80 The article included the photograph of a man being frisked next to a caption admonishing that “[t]he vagrant, the ne’er-do-well, the suspicious are halted and checked.”81 In a report issued in 1960, the Mayor’s Committee on Harlem Affairs recommended to the Department that “illegal searches and seizures not be condoned as has evidently been the practice.”82 Indeed, that practice was so thoroughly integrated into New York’s policing regime83 that many assumed that the police had always been empowered to stop and frisk suspicious persons on the street.84

New York’s stop-and-frisk statute was designed to vindicate that assumption by clarifying the police officer’s street-level authority in the aftermath of Mapp. New York Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller introduced the measure with the explanation that a remedy is “urgently needed because the present law . . . is uncertain and because the police must be provided now with sound tools to carry out their sworn duty to protect the public.”85 As he acknowledged, the measure had been crafted in collaboration with the New York Combined Council of Law Enforcement Officials,86 a recently formed lobbyist group led by the New York State District Attorneys’ Association and composed of similar organizations of publicly employed, upper-level

80 Patrol, supra note 45, at 21.
81 Id. at 11.
82 MAYOR’S COMM. ON HARLEM AFFAIRS, INITIAL RECOMMENDATIONS SUBMITTED BY THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND APPROVED BY THE FULL COMMITTEE WITH REPORT OF ADMINISTRATION EVALUATION AND ACTION 3 (1960) (on file with Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture) (emphasis added).
83 Remo Franceschini, a New York City detective, recalled that he and his colleagues had frisked suspicious looking persons regularly:

That all stopped with Mapp v. Ohio . . . . All of a sudden you couldn’t stop a guy on the street and give him a toss [frisk]. You had to have probable cause. You couldn’t bring somebody in because you knew he was dirty, you had to see him being dirty. The exclusionary rule essentially shut down police procedure that had been going on for a hundred years.

86 Id.
administrative personnel within the criminal justice system. New York City-based officials figured prominently within the Combined Council.

The Combined Counsel refused to equivocate about its objectives: “Recent Judicial Interpretations on search and seizure,” it explained, “have placed a roadblock in the path of justice—an encumbrance which must be removed.” As early as 1962, the Combined Council had included legislative revision of the law of search and seizure on its lobbying agenda. Opponents of the bill also recognized it as an effort to avoid “the additional work required of the district attorney’s office by the Mapp decision.”

On its face, the proposed legislation was a protective measure designed to guard police officers from the potential hazards of their occupation. In the language of the bill, only when an officer “has reasonable cause to believe he is in danger of life” would he be entitled to “search . . . for a dangerous weapon.” Of course, police vulnerability to attack was a significant problem. Few proponents of the bill, however, scrupled to deny its double purpose. As the measure’s sponsor in the Assembly put it:

The real necessity for the bill . . . is contained in paragraph 2[,] which provides that the police officer may take into his possession evidence found after the search. This is in response to the many court rulings[,] which have suppressed evidence unless it was ob-

---


88 Included among its twelve top officials in 1964 were the District Attorneys of New York, Kings, and Richmond Counties, the New York City Police Commissioner, the New York Harbor Waterfront Commissioner, the New York County Grand Jury Association President and Kuh, who served in the New York County District Attorney’s Office when he was not coordinating the work of the Combined Council. For a list of officials in 1964, see Police Protection, supra note 84.


90 Telegram from Andrew R. Tyler to Manfred Ohrenstein (Feb. 16, 1964) (on file with New York State Library); cf. N.Y. State Bar Ass’n, Report of New York State Bar Association Committee on Penal Law and Criminal Procedure on Senate Introductory No. 1207 (ca. 1964) (on file with New York State Library) (“This bill seeks to avoid the holding of Mapp v. Ohio.”).
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obtained in strict accordance with the rules of the game as set up by the courts since the decision of Mapp against Ohio. The salutary effect of this bill is to render evidence so obtained “legally obtained.”

In the heated debate over the bill on the Senate floor, its Senate sponsor declared the police “hamstrung” by Mapp and cited statistics on the decrease in narcotics arrests and gambling arraignments in New York City as evidence. The Combined Council’s lobbying pamphlet repeated similar statistics. The New York Times editorialized that “narcotics and gambling slips” were “obvious examples” of potential targets for these policing “frisks.” In a later article, the newspaper added that the statute was reportedly “viewed by the police as a potential weapon[ ] in their drive against the numbers rackets.” Ultimately, then, many participants and observers in the passage of the stop-and-frisk legislation saw it as a response to the policing problems created by Mapp.

B. “Legislative Confidence in the Judgment of the Police Officer”: Police Expertise in Statute

The stop-and-frisk statute did more than merely restore traditional police prerogatives in the aftermath of Mapp. From the perspective of New York law enforcement officials, the stop-and-frisk law also endorsed police expertise. But, much like the litigation that followed it, this recognition remained unuttered, buried in statutory structure.

When Governor Rockefeller signed the stop-and-frisk measure into law on March 2, 1964, two provisions were added to the Code of Criminal Procedure. Section 180-a, which attracted all subsequent attention and litigation, authorized police stop-and-frisk practices. Meanwhile, section 154-a defined the term “police officer” and, with it, the range of authorities empowered by the new legislation.

By including some authorities and excluding others, section 154-a suggested that the legislature intended only to
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endow the state’s best-trained, most-expert law enforcement personnel with stop-and-frisk powers.

The language of section 180-a granted stop-and-frisk authority to the “police officer,” rather than the “peace officer.” Elsewhere, the New York Code of Criminal Procedure entitled “peace officers” to make warrantless arrests on the basis of probable cause. But summary police actions on grounds of reasonable suspicion, as outlined in section 180-a, were exclusively reserved for police officers. Because they were all defined exclusively as peace officers, court officers, district attorneys’ investigators, prison officials, and agents of incorporated societies and commissions were not empowered by the new bill.

Excluding those peace officers carried real consequences. In 1967, the Waterfront Commission lobbied for its investigators to be redefined as “police officers,” with the goal of winning hitherto withheld stop-and-frisk powers to use against the threat of “criminal suspects who are carrying concealed weapons.” The Commission’s complaint reveals that the legislature withheld power from at least one law enforcement agency that desired expanded authority to cope with potentially violent suspects. In other words, the legislature assigned stop-and-frisk powers by some criteria other than the dangers faced by an agency’s law enforcement officials.

Within the New York City Police Department, administrators believed that the legislature historically assigned augmented police powers by agency expertise. In 1962, before the passage of the stop-and-frisk statute, didactic literature distributed to the force explained that the statutory limitation of warrantless arrests to peace officers (and not citizens) indicated that “[t]he Legislature seemingly took cognizance of and relied upon a peace officer’s position, judgment, training, knowledge and ability as a law enforcement officer, in granting these broad arrest powers.”

The Westchester County district attorney’s office, which brought the decisive test case of the new statute, applied this interpretation of legislative intent to the stop-and-frisk statute. In a brief to the Court of Appeals, the district attorney argued that the limitation of stop-and-frisk powers to police officers “bespeaks a greater degree of legislative confidence in the judgment of the police officer in matters of this particular nature.” Though the court issued an opinion on separate grounds that avoided interpreting the structure
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of the New York criminal procedure code, its decision also turned on questions of police expertise.

III. CONTROLLING COPS, CONTROLLING CASES: LAW ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATORS AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

Within the New York City Police Department, administrators attempted to advance the broader goals of the police professionalization movement as they implemented the new stop-and-frisk statute. They largely failed. Securing judicial approval of the stop-and-frisk statute provided law enforcement administrators with an opportunity to try to tighten their control over the police rank-and-file. Those measures were intended to do more than merely restrain police discretion; they were also designed to maximize the appearance of police expertise before the bench, where police officers were to display their ethnographic knowledge of criminal subcultures. No aspect of this professional program prospered. As prescriptive literature circulating within the Department suggested, police administrators recognized that patrol officers’ professional perceptions were often clouded in predominantly minority neighborhoods. Moreover, few patrol officers seem to have respected the new bureaucratic controls. And in the decisive test cases for the new law, the arresting officers failed to respect departmental policies.

A. “A Continued March Toward Professionalization”: Securing Professionalism

Within the New York City Police Department, administrators explained that the new legal regime would help them secure greater compliance with professional norms among the rank-and-file. Law enforcement would not “break down or become ineffective because of the trend in the courts,” explained the Police Academy. Instead, with proper respect for new legal requirements, “law enforcement will be the beneficiary in a continued march

106 See discussion infra Part IV.A. In 1974, however, the New York County Supreme Court adopted a somewhat similar structural interpretation to that given in the Brief for Respondent for People v. Peters. Although it held that peace officers held the power to conduct a search for dangerous weapons, the court also noted that only police officers possessed the authority to stop suspicious individuals on grounds less than probable cause because “of the scope of their assigned duties and the breadth of their training and experience in observing and interpreting ‘street’ situations.” People v. Thompson, 353 N.Y.S.2d 698, 705 (Sup. Ct. 1974).
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toward professionalization." The stop-and-frisk law was implemented
with exactly that objective. For law enforcement administrators, that imple-
mentation strategy was as necessary as it was desirable, because substantial
legal challenges loomed over the statute. In this section, I outline those legal
challenges and law enforcement strategies for overcoming them. Those
strategies advanced the cause of professionalism both by increasing adminis-
trative control over patrol officers and by providing officers with a forum in
which to display their ethnographic expertise.

i.  "Precedent Is of Little Value": Law Enforcement’s Legal Strategy

From the very beginning, supporters of the new stop-and-frisk statute
knew that it rested on legally uncertain grounds. Opponents questioned its
constitutionality. On the Senate floor, the bill’s sponsor admitted:

[T]here will be litigation with respect to the interpretation of that
Supreme Court case [Mapp] and the interpretation of all the cases
that have come down since, and will come down, and I am certain
that when we pass this legislation, as somebody suggested, some-
one will probably take it up, there will be appeals, maybe it will
get to the Supreme Court, maybe there will be a decision, but this
has never been a deterrent to passing legislation in this Legislature
of ours.

In their defense of the new law, proponents of the stop-and-frisk pow-
ers regularly looked to common law and statutory precedents to authorize
the measure. They frequently cited Sir Matthew Hale
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kings as common law authorities. Long before Mapp, the New York Court of Appeals itself had recognized police power to temporarily detain a suspect “for the purpose of searching him, presumably to ascertain whether he had a weapon upon his person,” and the Second Circuit had approvingly cited a separate portion of that case as recently as 1961. Meanwhile, the new statute substantially mirrored the slightly more aggressive language of the Uniform Arrest Act of 1942, which had been drafted by the Interstate Commission on Crime. The fact that statutes based on the Uniform Arrest Act had been promulgated in other states—and often upheld—was sometimes cited for additional authority.

Nevertheless, the United States Supreme Court had never ruled on the constitutionality of a police officer’s power to stop-and-frisk suspicious persons on grounds less than probable cause. As Earl C. Dudley—who served as Chief Justice Earl Warren’s clerk when Terry was decided—has recalled, the “Warrant Clause’s standard of ‘probable cause’ had been taken to define the ‘reasonableness’ of a search and seizure, even when obtaining a warrant was excused as impracticable.” None of the Court’s recent jurisprudence
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seemed especially promising for proponents of stop-and-frisk powers. In 1959, for example, the Court explained that “[w]hen . . . officers interrupted” suspicious persons and “restricted their liberty of movement,” they completed an arrest—which could only be sustained upon probable cause. An informed legal observer reading the tea leaves after \textit{Mapp} might be excused for doubting that the Court would sustain the stop-and-frisk law. After reviewing the available authorities, even as steadfast a supporter of the law as Richard Kuh could only claim that “[j]udicial precedent is of little value.” In that constitutional darkness, Kuh and his colleagues would have to look outside the law books to find their way.

At stake was the definition of constitutionally legitimate police activity. In the legal struggle over the constitutionality of the stop-and-frisk statute, law enforcement officials had certain strategic advantages. After all, judicial controls relied on an essentially negative power to proscribe by excluding unlawfully seized evidence, while police administrators exercised positive power to prescribe new procedures. Put more simply, police administrators could command behavior while courts could only disapprove it. Correctly deployed, this prescriptive power was capable of partially circumventing \textit{Mapp}.

\textit{Francisco}, 387 U.S. 523 (1967), the Court used the Reasonableness Clause to define the Warrant Clause’s probable cause standard, thereby inverting the historical relationship between the two clauses. \textit{See id.} at 535 (“In determining whether a particular inspection is reasonable—and thus in determining whether there is probable cause to issue a warrant for that inspection—the need for the inspection must be weighed in terms of these reasonable goals of code enforcement.”). \textit{Camara} did not, however, wholly disaggregate the two Clauses, as \textit{Terry} would do. \textit{See generally} Scott E. Sundby, \textit{A Return to Fourth Amendment Basics: Undoing the Mischief of Camara and Terry}, 72 \textit{MINN. L. REV.} 383, 386–97 (1988) (reviewing the doctrinal development of \textit{Camara} and \textit{Terry}, as well as the two decisions’ relationship). In any case, \textit{Camara} was not available to the drafters and defenders of the stop-and-frisk statute until it was handed down in June 1967.
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The most erudite strategist of the ensuing campaign was Richard Kuh, who had already helped guide the stop-and-frisk bill through the legislature in his capacity as coordinator of the Combined Council of Law Enforcement Officials.133 In response to commentary denouncing the bill as unconstitutional,134 he published his own rumination on the new measure.135 He argued that critics erred when they assumed that “constitutionality—or the lack of it—is fixed and readily discoverable. . . . [C]ertain predictability on an issue of constitutionality is rare.”136 Instead, judicial interpretation should be guided by the changing “facts of community life,” Kuh continued, invoking the reality of police and criminal activity on “the overcrowded streets that are crime’s seedbeds.”137 Kuh believed that this reality affected constitutional decision-making in addition to what he called “fine-spun legal theory.”138 He cited Louis D. Brandeis’s famous brief139 in Muller v. Oregon140 as a case in point and urged his colleagues to write similar pleadings.141

Properly worded and sociologically colorful briefing, however, was only the last and perhaps the least effective mechanism by which law enforcement could affect and communicate the reality of the “crowded streets.” Prior to briefing came prosecutorial decisions about which cases to litigate up the appellate ladder. Repeating the old saw that “[h]ard cases make bad law,”142 Kuh urged his colleagues in district attorneys’ offices across the state to exercise their discretion wisely:

It is to be hoped that district attorneys will throw in the towel in those cases (if any develop) that stem from police [misconduct] changes with usage.” Here’s Mud in Your Eye!, POLICE MGMT. REV., Oct. 1964, at back cover. “There is no meaning in language itself; there is meaning only as a word is used and someone reacts to it,” mused the same publication. What Do You Mean?: The Nature of Words, POLICE MGMT. REV., Dec. 1963, at 12, 13. In law as in language, meaning is partially derived from usage. By controlling police behavior—“usage”—administrators would seek to alter legal meaning.

133 See discussion supra Part II.A.
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Otherwise, remote appellate courts will be prompted to believe that police in practice view the new statute as a blank check, justifying capricious stopping and high-handed search.143

In his emphasis on briefing and case selection, Kuh’s proposed strategy turned largely on lawyerly craftsmanship.

Yet the peculiar alliance of prosecutors and police administrators—instantiated by their workaday mutual dependence and by institutions like the Combined Council—empowered law enforcement officials in ways that transcended mere lawyering. Kuh praised his colleagues for taking “steps to train every single enforcement officer in the State as to the limitations inherent in the new legislation.”144 Through positive action and proper administration, law enforcement officials might “minimize the chance that a single constable, in any remote township in the state, misguided by the calamitist interpretations of the new laws, might arrogate unto himself powers that the statutes clearly did not bestow.”145 This was both a moral and a strategic imperative that sought to bend police behavior to the necessities of the constitutional struggle and to contradict the predictions of concerned civil libertarians. In other words, controlling the law meant controlling the cop on the beat146—precisely as proponents of police professionalism might have desired.

ii. “A Competent, Thoroughly Professional Police Manner”: Increasing Administrative Control

Aside from judicial approval of the new law, the strategic implementation of section 180-a had the power to augment administrative authority over the police rank-and-file. At least within the New York City Police Department, the bureaucratic mechanics of the ongoing transformation of the Fourth Amendment tightened top-down administrative control. Mostly, that meant increasing bureaucratic supervision over the force via paperwork.147

Guidelines for implementing the stop-and-frisk statute pressed novel reporting obligations on the force. Following the passage of the stop-and-frisk amendment, the Combined Council issued a memorandum addressed to “All Law Enforcement Officers in New York State,” advising them on the “powers conferred” by the new laws.148 The memorandum was redistributed
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within the New York City Police Department as Circular No. 25 less than a
month later and reiterated during an in-service training later that year, and
again in 1966. Training personnel emphasized that whenever an officer
used force to effect a stop or conducted a frisk or a search, she was required
“immediately” to inform the desk lieutenant and fill out U.F. 250, “Report
of Stopping by Force or Stopping Accompanied by Frisk.” The purpose of
these reports was emphatically disciplinary; they were to be reviewed by
supervisory personnel who were commanded to “hold a critique with the
members of the force concerned. Further instructions in the manner of exer-
cising this legal authority should be given when study of reports indicates a
need therefor.”

As the New York County District Attorney would later argue in an ami-
cus curiae brief to the United States Supreme Court, this form served “a
valuable educative function . . . . [B]y its detail alone, it reminds the officer
that the authority granted by the statute is to be used with care.” Discus-
sion circulating among Department administrators corroborated the claim.
According to the Department’s former Forms Control Officer, “[a] form is
actually an outline of a job to be done.” Careful consideration accompanied
the design of new forms, with the goal of “[p]lacing the items on the
form in logical sequence, or in the same sequence as the source from which
the information is obtained or to which the information is transferred.” In
other words, the relevant police officials believed that forms exerted a subtle
normative influence on those responsible for completing them. They helped
shape behavior by diagramming certain minimal actions necessary to obtain
the relevant information, and in a prescribed order to boot. Presumably,
U.F. 250, too, was designed with these considerations in mind.

But U.F. 250 didn’t appear in a vacuum; it required cooperation if it was
to have any effect. Patrolmen certainly grumbled about the new report-
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150 Id. at 12–13. These reporting functions conformed with best practices nationally. See,
e.g., TIFFANY ET AL., supra note 71, at 14 (“A reporting system may, on the other hand, serve
as a means of administrative control over the work of individual officers, and this may in turn
contribute to the efficiency of the over-all program.”).
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152 D’Alessandro, supra note 47, at 5.
By enlisting the rank-and-file in their common struggle against the judiciary, administrators attempted to win their cooperation. “Whether or not these sorely needed enactments will withstand the attacks that will be made upon their constitutionality, and will stand as laws upon the books of this State,” they admonished, “will depend in large measure upon the fashion in which they are carried out.” With such claims, administrators shifted blame for the new reporting requirements to the legal system and the strategic imperatives of influencing it. “There have been no adverse decisions in the almost two years of utilization of the statute,” the Police Academy trainers congratulated the force during an in-service training session held only one month before Peters came down from the Court of Appeals. “[I]f the same judicious and responsible police action is taken in the future, with adequate, complete and legible reports submitted, there should be no fear of repercussions.” Administrators reassured their personnel that cooperation with the new guidelines might serve as “a definite precedent for legislation which will further broaden police power to cope with lawlessness” in the future.

Nevertheless, as administrators took pains to emphasize, the requirements of appropriate reporting transcended this vague, abstract struggle for the soul of the Fourth Amendment; they were also necessary to win convictions under the new legal regime inaugurated by Mapp. Even after the passage of the stop-and-frisk statute, Mapp threatened to undermine police action. Although the formal burden of proof remained with the defendant in suppression hearings, such proceedings invariably demanded the testimony of the arresting officer. Following the model of traditional probable cause analysis, officers were required to particularize and articulate their internal cognitive processes, whether those thoughts rose to the level of belief or reasonable suspicion. “No officer should stop anyone,” explained guidelines distributed to the New York City Police Department, “unless he is prepared to explain, with particularity, his reasons for stopping such person.” Officers were instructed to expect close examination of their reasoning: “In instances in which evidence is produced as a result of a search, the superior officers, the prosecutors, and—it is anticipated—the courts, will

156 Memorandum to All Officers, supra note 148, at 1. Administrators repeated this plea in all four distributions of the new guidelines, and it was repeated in newspaper coverage. See also supra notes 146, 148.
157 Stop and Frisk, supra note 149, at 13.
158 Id.
159 Id.
161 See Harris, supra note 83, at 982.
162 Stop and Frisk, supra note 149, at 4.
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scrutinize particularly closely all the circumstances relied upon for justifying the stopping and searching.”

Pragmatically, the success of the state’s case lay with the officer’s performance on the stand. “The arresting officer, through faulty testimony,” warned administrators, “may easily be the cause of losing a case that took much time and effort to prepare.”

Police trainers attempted to prepare their charges for the rigors of the adversarial justice system in the age of Mapp. “In practically all cases, the defense attorney will try to exclude all evidence the officer has gathered in his investigation . . . inferring that the officer has violated his client’s rights,” they warned.

When facing such a wily adversary, the best defense was proper preparation, which often meant thorough recording practices. “Preparation for trial should begin. . . . even before the start of his tour of duty,” explained police trainers. “A good pen and a pencil and required forms or knowledge of the information needed therefor [sic], are a must, to name a few.”

Supervisors were urged to check their subordinates’ recording practices to ensure compliance with procedure and, with it, their capacity “to testify with confidence in a competent, thoroughly professional police manner.” Even under the new law, “[t]he officer should be prepared to spell out the reasonableness of his actions to the hearing magistrate. His entire case may hinge upon how he tells his story.”

By such reasoning, proper recording practices “take on added importance, and should be invaluable in assisting him, when reviewed in advance, in relating his actions in the proper sequence.” In short, the new reporting requirements pressed on patrol officers by administrators were not mere exercises in micro-management; they were legal necessities.

iii. “Sound and Objective Suspicions”: Police Ethnography

Yet, if the new legal regime encouraged administrators to tighten their bureaucratic control over the police rank-and-file, suppression hearings also provided line officers with an opportunity to express their hard-won expertise. At suppression hearings, police officers had to be ready to explain their suspicions.

Instead of simply being claimed in a suppression hearing, suspicion had to be broken down into its constituent elements and argued in a professional manner. To the trainers charged with explaining the concept to departmental
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personnel, “reasonable suspicion” in the new law derived from the specialized
cultural knowledge of patrolmen combined with their observational
skills. This was police ethnography: Through “training” and “experience,”
patrolmen gained an unusually sensitive awareness of the urban streetscape
and the subcultures (criminal and otherwise) that traversed it. The good beat
cop was endowed with “Knowledge of crimes and elements,” “Knowledge
of Modus Operandi,” “Knowledge of persons stopped” and “Knowledge of
location’s crime incidence.”171 These understandings of criminality turned
on an implicit understanding of normal behavior.172 Deviation from that
norm was enough to excite a police officer’s suspicion. Only through
“Knowledge of persons in your area,” for instance, was the beat officer
capable of identifying “strangers.”173

Close observation was essential—indeed, administrators considered it
“[t]he most important” aspect of patrol174—but it was useless without the
well-cultivated capacity to interpret the sensory inputs of the complicated
urban streetscapes. The street was the site of a dense human traffic whose
cultural logics patrol officers struggled to understand. In the evening, ex-
plained the Department’s monthly magazine, “[t]he night people emerge.
Fathers and mothers who’ve gotten baby sitters for the evening, teenagers,
lovers, strollers, drifters, drunks, muggers, rapists, waiters, musicians, night
students, prostitutes, watchmen, truckers, all sizes, all colors, all shapes. The
cop walking his post, the radio car crew, continue their vigilance.”175 But
how would those vigilant officers distinguish the night students from the
prostitutes? The rapists from the waiters? After all, as the Department’s
trainers intoned, “eye (and mind) sees only what it is consciously looking
for.”176 It was only cultural expertise—knowing the norm and recognizing
deviation from it—that allowed officers to decode the confusions of urban
[to] form a basis for suspicion.”177

Officials within the Department recognized that they could not define
suspicion precisely. Instead, the departmental guidelines considered it “such
a combination of factors as would merit the sound and objective suspicions

171 New York Police Academy, Stops—Persons and Cars, The Police Academy Unit
Training Memo, Apr. 1968, at 3, 4–5.
172 Cf. N.Y. City Police Dep’t, supra note 77, at 43 (ordering patrol officers to familiar-
ize themselves with the persons who typically frequented their posts and the typical practices
of area businesses).
173 New York Police Academy, Review of Basic Patrol Tactics, The Police Academy
Unit Training Memo, Jan. 1968, at 3, 10.
174 Id. at 9; see also N.Y. City Police Dep’t, supra note 77, at 43 (requiring the patrol
officer to “[b]e constantly alert, observing everything that takes place within his sight or
hearing”).
175 Patrol, supra note 45, at 19.
176 New York Police Academy, Gambling Enforcement Review, The Police Academy
Unit Training Memo, Feb. 1969, at 3, 16.
177 New York Police Academy, supra note 173, at 5.
of a properly alert law enforcement officer.” To at least one observer of stop-and-frisk policies across the nation, this imprecision was enough to discredit the practice. But departmental officials simply set about codifying the ethnographic knowledge that they believed formed the basis of good policing, including stop-and-frisk. “The majority of persons who have criminal tendencies seek similar companions,” argued one academic policing expert in a nationally distributed stop-and-frisk manual. “These groups become clannish, developing their own special language, hair style and clothing preferences, and districts of residence. By learning these various physical indications the officer may be better guided in his field interrogation.”

Both before and after the passage of the new law, officials within the Department regularly distributed literature describing criminal subcultures, usually centered on drugs or gambling. In keeping with the assumptions that had motivated the passage of the bill in the first place, officials believed that close observation on patrol was particularly useful when it came to “Gambling, Narcotics and other Public Morals violations.” “Our mind’s eye must be ‘jogged’ every now and then if we are to consciously look for addiction signs and narcotic traffic action,” explained trainers. Patrolmen were instructed to recognize “track[ ]” marks; that “schmeck” referred to heroin; that a “cheesebox” referred to a special telephone technology used by gamblers; and that a place with “bent spoons or bottle caps with scorch marks” on the ground might be a “shooting gallery.” Officials urged beat officers to marshal this ethnographic knowledge on patrol, to add it together until it rose to the level of reasonable suspicion or probable cause, and then to take appropriate action and communicate their newfound knowledge to their professional colleagues via the reporting system—or as, one training guide concluded, “observe, act, arrest, report and educate.” Such practices would advance the cause of police professionalism.

178 See Stop and Frisk, supra note 149, at 6.
179 TIFFANY ET AL., supra note 71, at 40 (“It is doubtful whether these administrative statements of the necessary evidentiary standard are either designed to or serve to control police practice.”).
180 ALLEN P. BRISTOW, FIELD INTERROGATION 31 (2d ed. 1964).
181 Id.
183 New York Police Academy, supra note 173, app. at 6.
185 Narcotics and the Law, supra note 72, at 4 (track marks); id. at 17 (shooting gallery); New York Police Academy, supra note 182, at 27 (schmeck); New York Police Academy, supra note 176, at 20 (cheesebox).
186 New York Police Academy, supra note 184, at 14.
B. "Confessed Error": The Limits of Professional Norms

In New York City, the law enforcement administrators’ program ran up against at least two obstacles: First, few police officers seem to have respected the Department’s administrative controls and the decisive test cases of the new law were based upon police behavior that seemed to contradict departmental standards.\textsuperscript{187} Second, prescriptive literature circulating within the police department suggested that rank-and-file police rarely possessed the ethnographic competence to evaluate norms in minority communities.\textsuperscript{188} Indeed, stop-and-frisk practices were often implemented in a biased manner in other cities across the nation.\textsuperscript{189}

i. "Simply a Suggestion”? Rank-and-File Intransigence

To the patrol officers applying the new law, neither the novel reporting procedures, nor the norms they were designed to express were especially appealing. Almost two years after the passage of the stop-and-frisk law, administrators noted that “[t]he monthly average of U.F. 250’s submitted by members of the force since July 1964 shows a gradual decline.”\textsuperscript{190} Administrators remained uncertain about the causes of the trend. Perhaps patrolmen were employing the procedure less frequently. Or perhaps “they are ignoring the provisions . . . relative to the preparation of form U.F. 250."\textsuperscript{191} As one officer with years of supervisory experience explained in a separate context, it was common to ignore reporting “legitimate but minor jobs.”\textsuperscript{192} After all, 70% of patrolmen found the stop-and-frisk statute either very helpful or fairly helpful to their work in 1968, indicating that they invoked its powers frequently.\textsuperscript{193} Whether patrolmen were using the new law appropriately or not remains uncertain. But few seemed to have respected administrative commands about reporting.

Still more problematic, district attorneys ignored Kuh’s strategic advice that “hard cases make bad law.”\textsuperscript{194} Both of the New York test cases turned on police behavior that contravened departmental guidelines. In People v.

\textsuperscript{187} See discussion infra Part III.B.i.
\textsuperscript{188} See discussion infra Part III.B.ii.
\textsuperscript{189} See discussion infra text accompanying notes 217–220.
\textsuperscript{190} Stop and Frisk, supra note 149, at 3. Indeed, one contemporaneous scholar refused to believe that the Department’s stop-and-frisk records accurately depicted street-level practice, finding them “so defective” that he refused to reproduce them in a law review article concerning New York stop-and-frisk practices. Schwartz, supra note 87, at 444 n.63.
\textsuperscript{191} Id.
\textsuperscript{192} Skelly, supra note 75, at 110. This observation was based on Skelly’s experience of police work rather than rigorous empirical study. Based on a very small sample of fewer than half a dozen patrolmen (who had volunteered for the study and almost certainly shaped their behavior accordingly), he found significant adherence to the stop-and-frisk regulations. Id.
\textsuperscript{193} N.Y. CITY POLICE DEP’T & VERA INST. OF JUSTICE, POLICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS: A SURVEY AMONG NEW YORK CITY PATROLMEN 47 (1968).
\textsuperscript{194} See Kuh, supra note 120, at 35.
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Peters, an off-duty officer in plainclothes “collared” a suspected burglar in the stairwell of an apartment building and frisked him at gunpoint. In People v. Sibron, an officer approached a suspected drug dealer after observing the suspect for several hours, during which time the suspect socialized with alleged addicts. After the “officer stated to defendant that defendant knew what [the] officer was looking for,” the officer followed the defendant’s hand into the defendant’s pocket, where he discovered cocaine.

In their pleadings for Peters, the defense and the New York Civil Liberties Union (“NYCLU”), acting as amicus curiae, went so far as to quote from the guidelines to demonstrate the unreasonableness of police conduct on the part of an off-duty New York City officer. In drawing a gun on the defendant, failing to declare himself a police officer, and stopping an individual within the public area of a private building, the arresting off-duty (and out-of-uniform) officer violated Department regulations barring the use of weapons to enforce a temporary detention under the new law, requiring plainclothes officers to identify themselves as police, and prohibiting stops in the public areas of private buildings. Indeed, the state was forced to argue that the guidelines were neither binding nor authoritative. They represented “simply a suggestion to law enforcement officers.” The argument may have been legally sound, but it was still a startling admission of the inability of law enforcement administrators to inculcate professional norms in their personnel. In any case, such deviations from the guidelines were common in New York’s reported stop-and-frisk cases. Meanwhile, the fact pattern in Sibron, the other test case, was so questionable that, after the United States Supreme Court consented to hear the case on appeal, the Kings

---

196 Id. at 241–42.
198 Id. at 604–06.
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201 Compare Brief for the New York Civil Liberties Union as Amicus Curiae Supporting Appellant at app. A, Peters, 219 N.E.2d 595, with Peters, 219 N.E.2d at 596–97. The Court of Appeals not only overlooked this infraction of departmental regulations; it praised him. Peters, 219 N.E.2d at 599. The court’s inattention to the arresting officer’s deviation from departmental regulations may have stemmed from a conviction that the case itself did not require invocation of stop-and-frisk powers. Indeed, when Peters made it to the United States Supreme Court, the justices unanimously affirmed on the grounds that the facts of the case rose to the level of probable cause. See Sibron v. New York, 392 U.S. 40, 66 (1968); see also Barrett, supra note 25, at 783–84.
203 See Schwartz, supra note 87, at 449 n.118 (listing likely departures from police guidelines in reported New York cases).
County District Attorney “confessed error” and attempted (unsuccessfully) to withdraw its opposition.204

ii. “No Adequate Means of Differentiation”: The Problem of Racial Difference

Still more important, stop-and-frisk theory, as it was understood within the New York City Police Department, recognized that it was least cogent when white officers patrolled minority communities. As the Department’s internal rhetoric suggested, police ethnography in minority communities threatened to collapse into prejudice, undermining any claim to professionalism. Law enforcement officials took this threat seriously. Yet, if data from other cities are any indication, it would appear that here, too, New York law enforcement officials perhaps failed to achieve their goals.205

Police invoked stop-and-frisk powers only at the margins of police ethnographic knowledge. Stop-and-frisk procedures acted on what the Department’s monthly magazine called the “intangibles” of everyday patrol work:

These are the things that are carefully hidden behind the faces of the people you see. These are the things you can’t know anything about until they suddenly erupt into violence, wickedness, evil. The fellow slowly walking along the avenue with the shifty eyes. Is he an addict, or is he ill? The man walking past the bar and grill, furtively peering inside. Is he looking for a friend, or is he casing the place?206

Stop-and-frisk practices helped officers to resolve whatever suspicions unusual street behavior aroused. At least in those few instances that ended up in court, the process resolved upward, transforming reasonable suspicion into the stuff of probable cause and an arrest.207 This, then, was the essential irony of stop-and-frisk: Though the technique was predicated on cultural expertise, it was only resorted to in moments of uncertainty, where ethnographic knowledge was thinnest, where it was suggestive but still insufficient to decipher the confusing cultural codes that surrounded the of-

205 See discussion infra text accompanying notes 223–25.
206 patrol, supra note 45, at 21.
207 As many observers then and now have noted, only a very small fraction of police actions were initiated with the intention of securing a successful prosecution. See, e.g., Thf I. Fany ET AL., supra note 71, at 11; Douglas H. Ginsburg, Hunches and Mere Hunches: Two Cheers for Terry, 4 J.L. ECON. & POL’Y 79, 81 (2007); Herman Goldstein, Administrative Problems in Controlling the Exercise of Police Authority, 58 J. CRIM. L. CRIMINOLOGY & POL’Y 160, 168 (1967). Even the United States Supreme Court has recognized as much. See Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 13–14 (1968).
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ficer on the beat. And nowhere was police ethnography thinner than around notions of presumed racial difference.

At least as it was understood in the New York City Police Department, the professional policing model was formally colorblind and entirely objective. In a widely circulated statement of the Department’s position towards civil rights protests, the Commissioner explained that, “[t]he police have a sworn duty to enforce the laws—impartially, objectively and equally.”208 The Department’s official code of ethics prescribed this attitude and its human relations curriculum, which occupied approximately one-fifth of incoming recruits’ training, further inculcated officers.209 The language of rationality—“science and fact”—was to replace “the mixture of bigotry and ignorance that too often can lead to ineffective law enforcement,” explained officials.210 But, as departmental administrators recognized, such impartiality did not come easily to a Department composed primarily of white officers.211 A pamphlet used in human relations trainings counseled that “a man must discipline himself to do it. He must put all his personal prejudices aside and become purely an instrument of logic.”212 By such self-discipline, explained the commissioner, patrolmen would demonstrate “that the New York City policeman is truly a devoted and dedicated professional policeman.”213

In this sense, police ethnographic training required more than specific knowledge of subcultures; it required self-examination, too. Police were taught to recognize and regulate their affect so as to remain objective. “The problem of police-community relations,” emphasized one Commissioner, “is much more one of attitude than of anything else.”214 Attitudes, argued another official, could only be modified if each officer cultivated “a frank


213 Murphy, supra note 208, at 21.

understanding of himself . . . .”215 Indeed, formally trained academic ethnographers underwent similar regimens.216 One outline for in-service training instructors even came with suggested consciousness-raising questions to help guide discussion.217

Introspection, however, had its limits. Administrators recognized that personal understanding and self-discipline were meaningless without significant cross-cultural competence. “Attempting to measure the customs and traditions of a particular community by those of the police officer’s own background, if different, will most certainly result in misunderstanding and resentment.”218 Departmental deployment practices reveal that administrators partially sought to resolve the problem by distributing patrol officers according to their presumed cultural competencies. Often, this presumption turned on essentialized notions of racial difference. To name one example, New York City Police Department’s cadet training program for black and Puerto Rican teens represented a policy of “integration based on difference.”219 To name another, many black and Puerto Rican-origin officers in the Department were detailed to minority communities based on the assumption that their backgrounds “facilitated their infiltration of black and Puerto Rican criminal organizations and networks.”220

These assumptions about cultural difference and the limits of police ethnography affected the Department’s stop-and-frisk program, too—even though stop-and-frisk was supposed to be based on police cultural expertise. There was often “[n]o adequate differentiation between genuine suspicious behavior and behavior which is suspicious to a particular officer because he is unfamiliar with area norms, [and] culture,” admitted police trainers.221 Insofar as stop-and-frisk and racial knowledge both appeared at the limits of police ethnographic competence, African Americans were especially vulnerable to summary police action.

To some observers, the New York police indeed implemented the stop-and-frisk powers in a racially biased manner. “No police are going to stop-and-frisk well-dressed bankers on Wall Street,” explained Bayard Rustin, “but they don’t hesitate to stop well-dressed Negro businessmen in Harlem.

215 Prejudices and Police Action, supra note 210, at 2.
216 The path-blazing anthropologist Margaret Mead urged that an incoming doctoral student’s “preliminary training must . . . include a systematic experience of enhanced awareness of his own culture, and his place . . . within his own culture.” Margaret Mead, The Art and Technology of Field Work, in A HANDBOOK OF METHOD IN CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY 247–48 (Raoul Naroll & Ronald Cohen eds., 1970). Equipped with such self-awareness, she continued, the ethnographer “will be a better-prepared recording instrument when he is asked to use his own responses as ways of recognizing, diagnosing, and analyzing the behavior of the members of a strange culture.” Id.
218 Id. at 17.
219 Id. at 259; see also id. at 261, 276, 289–92.
220 New York Police Academy, supra note 217, at 12.
and go through their attaché cases. That kind of brusque police action is reserved for the poor and minorities.”222 The overwhelming evidence from studies of stop-and-frisk practices in other cities, where the police disproportionately focused on minorities, lends Rustin’s observation additional plausibility.223 Though none of these studies focused on New York, an informed observer considered the state’s experience sufficiently analogous to invoke them in his examination of the implementation of the New York stop-and-frisk law.224 Indeed, roughly contemporaneous reports found that New York City police used greater violence against minorities than other citizens,225 much as racial bias persisted in other police departments attempting to implement colorblind professional reforms.226

Concerns over the discriminatory implementation of stop-and-frisk similarly motivated the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People’s Legal Defense Fund (“LDF”) to participate in the stop-and-frisk litigation before the United States Supreme Court.227 Acting as amicus curiae, the LDF’s brief turned less on claims of intentional discrimination than on a strongly phrased attack on the cultural logic of stop-and-frisk and the distorting character of police expertise that mimicked the concerns outlined in the Department’s own prescriptive literature. Citing liberally from published presidential commission reports and academic studies,228 the LDF reminded the Court that the police most often subjected poor and minority city residents to stop-and-frisk procedures. Police suspicions are “intensified in the ghetto. The policeman on patrol in the inner city has little understanding...

---
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227 Barrett, supra note 25, at 770–71 (suggesting that the LDF’s participation marked the great interest of civil rights activists in stop-and-frisk practices).
of the way of life of the people he observes, and he believes (with considerable justification) that they are hostile to him." 229

In other words, the LDF opined, police knowledge was limited. Recognition of that limitation was intended to inoculate the Court from recognizing police expertise. As the brief put it, “the essence of the doctrine of stop and frisk on less than probable cause is judicial abdication to police judgment.” 230 To recognize police discretion and the expertise that justified it was to sanction “the dangerous mysticism of police professional, and professionally motivated, intuition . . . .” 231 By reference “to [the] policeman’s, to the judge’s and to the citizen’s common thought processes as rational men,” rather than as experts, the probable cause standard avoided these distortions. 232

After submitting its brief, the LDF moved to be included in the oral arguments before the Court. Although initially amenable to the idea, 233 the Court ultimately denied the motion without explanation. 234 Indeed, by the time it issued its own opinion in the case, the Court almost wholly ignored the LDF brief. It mentioned the racial implications of stop-and-frisk only in passing, commenting on the resentment it sometimes provoked in poor minority communities. 235

Ultimately, then, the Court’s refusal to credit the LDF’s argument partially enabled judicial recognition of stop-and-frisk practices, despite police administrators’ expression of similar concerns within the Department’s prescriptive literature. Moreover, the constitutionality of stop-and-frisk practices was decided on the basis of police actions carried out in clear contravention of administrative orders. We turn now to those rulings.

IV. “THE POLICE OFFICER’S INTUITIVE KNOWLEDGE”: POLICE EXPERTISE IN INTERPRETATION

Both New York and federal courts approved police stop-and-frisk practices. When the stop-and-frisk issue appeared before New York’s highest court, the Court of Appeals, the majority explicitly recognized the significance of police expertise in their analysis. 236 By the time the issue made its way to the United States Supreme Court in Terry, the Court rejected the New York approach, even as it displayed substantial deference to police expertise.
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in its interpretation of the facts of the case before it.\footnote{See discussion infra Part IV.B.} Although the Court did not openly acknowledge this deference, it prefigured later decisions that would explicitly evaluate police actions on grounds less than probable cause from the perspective of the expert police officer. \textit{Terry} was decided alongside two New York cases, which were disposed of on the basis of traditional probable cause analysis, rather than the novel standard elaborated in \textit{Terry}.

\textbf{A. “An Adequately Defined Standard”: Reasonable Suspicion in the New York Court of Appeals}

New York’s highest court, the Court of Appeals, recognized police stop-and-frisk authority before it upheld the constitutionality of the new statute. In \textit{People v. Rivera},\footnote{201 N.E.2d 32 (N.Y. 1964).} the Court of Appeals established the right of police officers to stop and question individuals engaged in “suspicious or unusual street action” and subject them to a frisk for weapons if the officer suspected danger.\footnote{Id. at 34.} The case was decided after the passage of the stop-and-frisk law but on the basis of a fact pattern that predated its authority.\footnote{Id. at 33.} Legally, the opinion distinguished between a “stop” and an “arrest,” and a “frisk” and a “full-blown search.”\footnote{Id. at 34–35.} Unlike arrests or searches, stops and frisks represented limited police actions that fell beneath the evidentiary requirements of probable cause. Assessments of the reasonableness of the police intrusion, rather than the imperatives of probable cause, governed such police actions. “[W]hat is reasonable always involves a balancing of interests,” explained the court.\footnote{Id. at 36.} “[H]ere the security of the public order and the lives of the police are to be weighed against a minor inconvenience and petty indignity.”\footnote{Id. at 37 (Fuld, J., dissenting).} To the majority, the former evidently outweighed the latter.

Justice Stanley H. Fuld, writing in solitary dissent, disagreed. He was “not persuaded that a frisk is as slight an affront to privacy and liberty as my brethren make it out to be”\footnote{Id. at 33.} and referred to the majority’s distinction between a search and a frisk as a mere “exercise in semantics.”\footnote{Id. at 36.} Far more important, however, Fuld was unwilling to abandon the imperatives of probable cause, which supplied the constitutional definition of reasonableness.\footnote{Id. at 38–39.} In holding otherwise, the majority ratified “a method . . . by which the Fourth Amendment’s prohibition against unreasonable searches may be
evaded and the exclusionary rule of Mapp v. Ohio, to a large extent, written off the books.”

Whatever the legitimacy of Rivera’s abandonment of traditional probable cause analysis, the majority failed to define the terms of its novel reasonableness test with any precision. By what criteria would the court evaluate the reasonableness of an officer’s perception of “suspicious or unusual street action” and the dangers that permitted a frisk? Several cases following in Rivera’s wake similarly failed to clarify the issue. That legal duty ultimately fell to People v. Peters.

Together with People v. Sibron, a case summarily affirmed on the same day, Peters stamped the stop-and-frisk statute with the constitutional authority of the New York Court of Appeals. Although the court argued that the fact pattern in Peters could be adequately disposed of with the vague reasonableness test demonstrated in Rivera, Peters completed Rivera’s analysis by filling in the omissions that had inhered in the earlier opinion. By incorporating the language of “reasonable suspicion” found in the statute into its evaluation, the court elaborated what it called “an adequately defined standard” at a level of certainty less than probable cause. “The phrase ‘reasonable suspicion,’” explained the court, “provides a defined standard and is, in fact, no less endowed with an objective meaning than is the phrase ‘probable cause.’” By loosening probable cause requirements, Rivera enabled New York’s criminal procedure counter-revolution. But it was Peters that sketched the contours of the new regime.

In codifying a theory of reasonable suspicion, the Peters court did far more than downgrade its object of evaluation from “belief” to “suspicion.” It also reconfigured the standard’s evaluative criteria. Canonical definitions of probable cause promulgated by the United States Supreme Court had turned on the belief of “a reasonably discreet and prudent man” that the facts available to the officer justified a certain standard of certainty. Evaluating probable cause rested on considerations that were emphatically “not
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technical; they are the factual and practical considerations of everyday life on which reasonable and prudent men, not legal technicians, act.”

But the Peters court abjured this populist celebration of lay authority and democratically distributed commonsense. Instead, the “experienced police officer’s intuitive knowledge and appraisal of the appearances of criminal activity” would guide the evaluation of reasonableness. “Again,” the court repeated, “the standard is the reasonable suspicion of the officer . . . an officer of reasonable caution.” In the lower courts, law enforcement officials had argued that the “reaction” of the experienced arresting officer was “significant.” Much like attorneys or doctors acquire professional instincts over time, so too “do policemen acquire over a period of years an acute sensitivity to crime and criminals.”

The evaluative standard no longer referred to the perception of a layperson; rather, it referred to the expert capacities of a professional observer, whose presumed experience was incorporated into the analysis. The court did not relinquish its authority to review police action by assessing the reasonableness of police behavior or the demand that police particularize and articulate their internal cognitive processes. But henceforth judicial perceptions of police experience would shape judicial review of stop-and-frisk practices. The police officer’s “evaluation of the various factors involved insures a protective, as well as definitive, standard.” With Peters, police expertise won its judicial imprimatur.

B. “Sheer Torture of the English Language”: Terry v. Ohio’s Strategic Language

When the United States Supreme Court took up the stop-and-frisk issue, it, too, reproduced the New York bench’s reliance on police expertise, albeit only implicitly. Reading the Court’s hallmark opinion, Terry v. Ohio, against New York’s case law reveals the strategic omissions that inhered in the Court’s reasoning. Indeed, Terry was decided in explicit and often heated dialogue with the evolution of New York’s judicial standards. Terry’s inability to evade partial reliance on police expertise—despite efforts to the contrary—revealed the essential role of specialized police knowledge in stop-and-frisk practices.

Terry began by criticizing, explicitly and by name, the theory animating Rivera. Specifically, the Court denounced Rivera’s analytical distinction be-
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between “stop” and “seizure” and “frisk” and “search”; “We emphatically reject this notion. . . .” It is nothing less than sheer torture of the English language to suggest that a careful exploration of the outer surfaces of a person’s clothing all over his or her body in an attempt to find weapons is not a “search.”264 But such linguistic pyrotechnics were only so much flash and smoke, a theatrical effect that cloaked Terry’s implications beneath rhetoric about the reach of the Fourth Amendment and, with it, the Court’s own authority. “‘Search’ and ‘seizure’ are not talismans,” argued the Court.265 “We therefore reject the notions that the Fourth Amendment does not come into play at all as a limitation upon police conduct if the officers stop short of something called a ‘technical arrest’ or a ‘full-blown search.’”266

But this emphatic language exposed a seemingly willful misreading of Rivera’s central holding. After all, Rivera never argued that stop-and-frisk practices were beyond the reach of the Constitution, only that they were governed by the constitutional “restriction . . . against unreasonable searches” rather than the probable cause imperative of the Warrant Clause.267 Rivera’s linguistic pirouettes were simply an effort to dissociate Fourth Amendment case law’s use of “probable cause” to define constitutional “reasonableness” by highlighting the relatively limited character of the police actions at issue. The Supreme Court derided this analytical maneuver as only so much sophistry even as it rehearsed the same outcome. Without deigning to explain its logic in significant detail, the Supreme Court simply severed the link between reasonableness and probable cause by judicial fiat.268

The closest the Court came to an explanation for its holding was that it was dealing with “an entire rubric of police conduct—necessarily swift action predicated upon the on-the-spot observations of the officer on the beat—which historically has not been, and as a practical matter could not be, subjected to the warrant procedure.”269 Why the exigencies of stop-and-frisk
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practices authorized departure from probable cause, while similarly exigent warrantless arrests did not,270 remained a mystery—unless a “protective search for weapons . . . constitutes a brief, though far from inconsiderable, intrusion upon the sanctity of the person,”271 much as the Rivera court had suggested. In the absence of probable cause, the Court explained, the Constitution controlled search and seizure by inquiry into “the reasonableness in all the circumstances of the particular governmental invasion of a citizen’s personal security”272—the selfsame evaluation employed in Rivera.273 Such a determination would weigh the “purpose, character, and extent”—the “scope”—of a search and seizure against its initial justification—namely, the investigating officer’s risk of harm.274

Nevertheless, the Court’s dramatic rejection of Rivera’s purported logic may have served important strategic purposes. Many observers, lay and expert alike, read the decision as a sort of compromise between law enforcement interests and civil libertarians.275 That characterization has been common, though by no means universal, in scholarly literature analyzing Terry.276 Judge Douglas Ginsburg, for example, has recently drawn on the decision’s language in rehearsing the common wisdom that Terry “reflected a compromise between delegitimizing every police stop that does not meet the rigorous standard of ‘probable cause’ and holding that an investigative stop is not a ‘seizure,’ and hence not limited at all by the constitutional prohibition of ‘unreasonable searches and seizures.’”277

Yet, the decision’s language is deeply misleading. As legal scholar Corinna Barrett Lain has pointed out after reviewing the appellate briefs, “no one in Terry was arguing that the police ought to be able to stop and frisk at will, so the option of holding stop and frisk practices completely outside the reach of the Fourth Amendment was never seriously on the table to start with.”278 In suggesting otherwise—and mischaracterizing Rivera—the Court perhaps sought to limit the rhetorical force of its concession to law enforcement interests.

Though speculating about the Court’s motivation is a necessarily uncertain enterprise, the point comports with existing documentation concerning the Terry Court’s deliberations. At their initial conference, the nine justices unanimously voted to affirm in Terry on the basis of the arresting officer’s

271 Terry, 392 U.S. at 26.
272 Id. at 19–21.
276 See Lain, supra note 18, at 1440 n.396 (gathering examples, and counter-examples, of law review literature characterizing Terry as a compromise, along with counter-examples from those who dispute that characterization).
277 Ginsburg, supra note 207, at 79.
278 Lain, supra note 18, at 1442–43 (emphasis added).
probable cause to frisk the defendants. Yet, the Court split over the initial
draft of Chief Justice Earl Warren’s opinion, which unconvincingly advanced
a probable cause theory of the case. The Court’s subsequent abandonment
of probable cause and disaggregation of the Reasonableness Clause from the
Warrant Clause was initially proposed by Justice William J. Brennan, who
extensively reworked Warren’s earlier draft. After accepting and tweaking
Brennan’s proposed revisions, Warren re-circulated the proposed opinion,
this time winning substantial endorsement from all but Justice William O.
Douglas, who was unwilling to condone police searches on the basis of
anything less than probable cause.

In a note to Warren explaining his motivations for the revision, Brennan
expressed significant concern that “Terry will be taken by the police all over
the country as our license to them to carry on, indeed widely expand, present
‘aggressive surveillance’ techniques which the press tell us are being deliber-
ately employed in Miami, Chicago, Detroit + other ghetto cities.” Egging on the police threatened “to aggravate the already white heat resentment of ghetto Negroes against the police— the Court will become the scape goat.” In light of this concern with the Court’s perceived message to lay people, Brennan urged great attention to “the tone of our opinion” because it “may be even more important than what we say.” Given Brennan’s significant influence over Warren’s drafting process, it is reasona-
able to suspect that similar concerns motivated the opinion’s heated rejection
of Rivera’s supposed rationale—and its misleading tone of compromise.

Those concerns may also have informed the Court’s obfuscation concern-
ing the evaluative criteria included in its new reasonableness test. If
probable cause no longer defined the Fourth Amendment’s reference to “un-
reasonable searches and seizures,” what did? Terry failed to elaborate clearly a new standard to guide determination of reasonableness at levels of
certainty less than probable cause. Instead, the Court temporized, hiding a
transformation of evaluative criteria in language that seemed to respect and
repeat traditional probable cause analysis. Police claims of reasonableness—much like police claims of probable cause—had to be subjected to the more detached, neutral scrutiny of a judge. And in making that
assessment it is imperative that the facts be judged against an objective stan-
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“All of the Mysticism of Police Expertise”

2012] Would the facts available to the officer at the moment of the seizure or the search ‘warrant a man of reasonable caution in the belief’ that the action taken was appropriate?” In its gloss of this evaluative process, however, the Court injected new and outwardly unacknowledged analytic assumptions that marginalized probable cause’s reliance on the perspective of a “man of reasonable caution.” Evaluations of a police officer’s conduct instead turned on “the specific reasonable inferences which he is entitled to draw from the facts in light of his experience.”

Representative examples of traditional probable cause analysis, too, sometimes cited police experience. But such invocations had turned on precise and identifiable facts. In the case cited in Terry, Brinegar v. United States—on which Brinegar itself relied—police “experience” referred to special knowledge of the defendants based upon prior interaction or surveillance of their criminality and that criminality’s close relationship with their present behavior. In those cases, police experience was particularized and articulable and entered into the evaluative process at precise and identifiable moments.

By contrast, the arresting officer possessed no such prior knowledge of the defendant in Terry. Instead, his experience referred to the more general knowledge and observational skills acquired on the job. It could not be discreetly identified and instead it entered into the evaluative process imprecisely, coding a general assumption rather than a precise set of facts. Indeed, as legal scholars Tracey Maclin and Lewis R. Katz have argued, the Court’s reading of the fact pattern in Terry was highly instrumental, omitting...
and distorting relevant facts. The most important of these turned on police experience. Though the officer in Terry had never arrested anyone for the relevant crime, had never observed anyone preparing for it, and had no prior knowledge of the defendants, the Court recognized few of these deficiencies and instead highlighted his thirty-nine years of experience on the force. Moreover, as legal scholar Anthony C. Thompson has argued, this emphasis on police expertise was partially an effort to deny the racial dynamics that may have raised the white arresting officer’s suspicions about the activities of the black defendants. Whatever its factual vulnerability, the Court cited police experience to stabilize the volatile logic of its indeterminate reasonableness test. Properly invoked, expertise made the crooked places straight and the rough ways smooth. This was an implicit endorsement of police expertise that imported judicial perceptions of specialized knowledge into the evaluative process.

At the outset of the Court’s conference on Terry, Warren had invoked the expert perceptions of the arresting officer. According to Brennan’s conference notes, Warren remarked “that a trained policeman may read [an individual’s behavior] differently from [an] ordinary citizen.” In failing to explicitly rely on police expertise in the opinion he authored, Warren may

---

298 Lewis R. Katz, Terry v. Ohio at Thirty-Five: A Revisionist View, 74 Miss. L.J. 423, 430–41 (2004); cf. Maclin, supra note 27, at 1300–05 (reviewing the arresting officer’s testimony and arguing that it was insufficient to justify his actions).


300 Terry, 392 U.S. at 5. The Court noted:

[The arresting officer] had never seen the two men before, and he was unable to say precisely what first drew his eye to them. However, he testified that he had been a policeman for 39 years and a detective for 35 and that he had been assigned to patrol this vicinity of downtown Cleveland for shoplifters and pickpockets for 30 years.

Id.

301 Anthony C. Thompson, Stopping the Usual Suspects: Race and the Fourth Amendment, 74 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 956, 966–73 (1999) (“The ‘police officer as expert’ narrative allowed the Court in Terry to present a coherent, raceless narrative about why [the arresting officer] acted as he did.”).

302 This is not to say, however, that the Court deferred to all police judgments. Much as the New York Police Department had instructed its officers that mere suspicion would not sustain frisk, supra notes 149, at 4, so too did the Court bar officers from invoking stop-and-frisk authority on the basis of “inarticulate hunches” or an “inchoate and unparticularized suspicion or ‘hunch.’” Terry, 392 U.S. at 22, 27. See generally Harris, supra note 83. Some have interpreted the Court’s reversal in Sibron as a signal that mere suspicion would not sustain police actions before the courts. See, e.g., David A. Harris, Factors for Reasonable Suspicion: When Black and Poor Means Stopped and Frisked, 69 Ind. L.J. 659, 663–65 (1994).

303 Barrett, supra note 25, at 785 n.222 (quoting handwritten notes of Justice William J. Brennan, Jr., from the Conference on Terry v. Ohio (Dec. 13, 1967)). Barrett evaluated the handwritten notes of Justices Brennan, Fortas, and Douglas. Barrett cogently asserts that these three sets of notes’ “relative length and complete consistency with each other indicates their reliability.” Id. at 790. Nevertheless, only Brennan’s notes record Warren’s reference to police expertise. Compare id. at 869 (transcription of Brennan’s conference notes), with id. at 859 (transcription of Douglas’s notes), and id. at 864 (transcription of Fortas’s conference notes).
have sought to modulate the tone of his opinion in tacit recognition of the concerns Brennan articulated in his letter to the Chief Justice.

Not all on the Court were so misleading. In a concurrence written with the purpose of “fill[ing] in a few gaps, as I see them,” and “mak[ing] explicit what I think is implicit” in the majority opinion, Justice John M. Harlan expressed what would later evolve into the Terry standard: “articulable suspicion less than probable cause.”

By Harlan’s prescient lights, the standard turned not on the democratic language of the traditional probable cause standard but on the expertise of the “experienced, prudent policeman.”

A little over a decade after Terry, the Court would explicitly shift its standard away from the reasonable person analysis, borrowed from Brinegar and its kin, and adopt the perspective of a reasonable police officer. In 1979, the Court formally recognized Warren’s respect for police expertise in the Terry conference, observing that a “trained, experienced police officer . . . is able to perceive and articulate meaning in given conduct which would be wholly innocent to the untrained observer.”

The following term, three justices interpreted the Terry standard to include “objective facts upon which the law enforcement officer relied in light of his knowledge and expertise.”

“In applying a test of ‘reasonableness,’” they concluded, “courts need not ignore the considerable expertise that law enforcement officials have gained from their special training and experience.” And, in 2002, the Court confirmed that reasonable suspicion analysis was a totality-of-the-circumstances test that “allows officers to draw on their own experience and specialized training to make inferences from and deductions about the cumulative information available to them that ‘might well elude an untrained person.’”

Arguably, however, such formal, doctrinal recognition of police expertise was irrelevant. As the Court has recognized, “the legal rules for probable cause and reasonable suspicion acquire content only through application.”

The Court had already signaled its deference to police expertise in its application of the reasonableness test to the facts in Terry. And, in applying that same test, the lower courts have certainly followed the Court’s lead in providing substantial latitude to police discretion.
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When the Court turned to *Peters* and *Sibron*, it declined to rule on the basis of the novel rule described in *Terry*, issued concurrently, or to consider the constitutionality of New York’s stop-and-frisk statute. Instead, in a consolidated opinion, the Court subjected each to traditional probable cause analysis. It affirmed *Peters* and overturned *Sibron* without touching the New York Court of Appeals’ holdings in its *Peters* opinion.313 So far as the majority was concerned, it would fall to some lesser authority to lay “the extraordinarily elastic categories of s. 180-a next to the categories of the Fourth Amendment in an effort to determine whether the two are in some sense compatible.”314

So far as Harlan was concerned, however, it would be little more than an academic exercise. In another concurrence, he argued that *Terry* confirmed the statute’s constitutionality to the extent that “a right to stop may indeed be premised on reasonable suspicion and does not require probable cause.”315 Indeed, judges in New York read the case the same way: *Terry*, *Peters*, and section 180-a were frequently cited together.316

CONCLUSION

With *Terry*, law enforcement officials won precisely the legal authority they sought. Yet, if the New York experience is any indication, that victory was won on the basis of something other than demonstrated merit. The police claimed professionalism and, with it, ethnographic expertise. Ironically, they substantiated neither claim. As internal departmental literature and the LDF made clear, police ethnography was clearly limited by the racial difference it presumed. Ultimately, the stop-and-frisk bill survived the judicial gauntlet on the basis of police behavior that ignored departmental guidelines and the professional norms those guidelines were designed to express. Though professional norms may have failed to command New York City’s finest, the Court nonetheless acted as if they had.
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